
We Provide Holistic Medical Therapies 
That Target The Root Cause Of Your Symptoms.
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Acupuncture
 Acupuncture stimulates your nerves natural 

healing mechanisms to alleviate the 
progression of many different health 

conditions. 

Herbal Medicine
The Chinese system of herbal medicine uses 
a highly scientific approach to herbalism that 

incorporates clinical trials, the latest 
pharmaceutical research, and thousands of 

years of empirical data.

Nutritional Supplements
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 

adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor 

incididunt ut labore et dolore magna.

Special promo information here

Get Back To a Life 
You Love.
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We help clients overcome their chronic pain & live a better life 

with holistic acupuncture services in and around Dacula, Georgia.

Hamilton Mill Acupuncture 
& Wellness logo

✓ eliminate chronic pain ✓ enjoy life again✓ heal your body

Chronic Pain Makes You Forget 
What Normal Feels Like.
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Conditions We Treat
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What Our Clients Have To Say:
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Book Your First Session

20-minute consultation

$40
Start with our personalized assessment 

and expert treatment plan.
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Your Plan for Pain-Free Living
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1. Consultation

We’ll start by reviewing your case, going over your health concerns, 

answering questions, and prioritizing your health goals. We’ll then 

recommend a personalized treatment plan tailored to your specific needs.
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2. Treatment

Personalized treatment plans including treatment modalities. Duration 

and costs are determined at the consultation based on the severity of 

your medical condition(s), medications you're currently on, previous 

medical interventions, prognosis and your specific treatment goals.
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3. Healing & Results

After treatments, your body needs time to heal. We recommend 

relaxing and allowing your body to rejuvenate. Our patients report 

feeling much better afterward treatment & rest.

Download our Free Guide:
7 Ways Acupuncture Treats Your Chronic Pain
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● H0: 40 pt (45–38pt)
● H1: 32 pt (30–34pt)
● H2: 26 pt (24–28pt)
● H3: 22 pt (20–24pt)
● H4: 20 pt (18–22pt)

Does this sound like you:

● Chronic pain

● Peripheral neuropathy

● Fibromyalgia

● Thyroid problems

● Gastrointestinal inflammation

● Depression

● Anxiety

● Grief

● Headaches & migraines

● Shoulder & neck pain

● TMJ 

● Carpal tunnel

● Arthritis

● Food allergies

● Autoimmune-related symptoms

● Obesity

● Lower back pain

● Sciatica

● Allergies

● Insomnia

● IBS

● Sports injuries

● Gout

Often seen as a last resort, acupuncture is an effective, natural, centuries old  treatment with results often better (and less 

risky) than traditional medicine.

● You have already tried traditional medicine, physical 

therapy, and chiropractic work–and nothing has helped

● You can’t work or engage in normal activities because of 

your pain

● You’re feeling desperate for relief 
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Food Therapy
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 

adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor 

incididunt ut labore et dolore magna.
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CHRONIC PAIN | EMOTIONAL HEALING | SKIN CONDITIONS | GASTRO-INTESTINAL | 
NEUROLOGICAL CONDITIONS | METABOLIC CONDITIONS

“Fate Daou is an excellent acupuncturist. Her treatment process is effective, professional, thorough and compassionate. I have a 
spinal arthritis condition (ankylosis spondylitis) with painful symptoms. Fate’s treatments always leave me feeling energized with 
improved mobility and less physical pain. I heartily recommend Fate to anyone who wants to improve their health or just feel 
better.” 
Anthony. L  
SPINAL PAIN

Acupuncture Can Improve Your Life.
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Treats Chronic Conditions

Finally find relief from a variety of nervous 

system symptoms.

Increases Energy

Enjoy less fatigue, more energy and 

increased alertness.

Speeds Recovery

Whether from surgery or stroke, get back 

to regular movements quicker.

It’s Your Human Right 
To Live A Healthy, 
Pain-Free Life.

We know how hard it is to life with chronic 
pain, and how infrequently often 
traditional medicine or therapies actually 
target the core problem.

Dr. Fate Daou has helped thousands of 
patients transform their lives through the 
power of acupuncture & holistic medicine 
for over a decade.
 
We passionately believe that you deserve a 
vibrant life, regardless of what you’re 
struggling with right now.

Learn more about Dr. Fate’s story

Fate photo (headshot or photo 
with client)

“Acupuncture is often the last resort 

with the best results.”

– Dr. Fate Daou, Ph.D., DAOM
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